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After expanding a two-node AFF A300 cluster with two AFF A700 nodes, you observe
latencies when data is accessed indirectly. The system node run -node -command netstat
command shows retransmits and packet drops on the LIFs. The AFF A700 nodes with 40
Gbps and the AFF A300 connect with 10 Gbps to the cluster interconnect. You are using
Cisco Nexus 3132Q cluster interconnect switches. You just updated to ONTAP 9.8
software.
 
In this scenario, what is causing this problem?
 
A. The 10 Gbps to 10 Gbps cluster Interconnect is creating a speed mismatch. 
B. AFF A300 and AFF A700 node mixing Isnot supported in ONTAP 9.8 software. 
C. The AFF A300 Is using an adapter card for the cluster Interconnect, but only onboard
ports are supported. 
D. There is an NXOS firmware mismatch, verify in the Interoperability Matrix (1MTJ for a
supportedversion. 
 

Answer: A

 

 

You created a new NetApp ONTAP FlexGroup volume spanning six nodes and 12
aggregates with a total size of 4 TB. You added millions of files to the FlexGroup volume
with a flat directory structure totaling 2 TB, and you receive anout of apace error message
on your host.
 
What would cause this error?
 
A. The maximum number of volume constituents has been reached in the ONTAP
software. 
B. All constituent volumes are full. 
C. The inode limit is exceeded in the ONTAP software. 
D. The maxdirsize Is exceeded in the ONTAP software. 
 

Answer: C

 

 

A customer's storage administrator Informs you about the deactivated Automatic
Switchover (AUSO) feature on their MetroCluster IP environment.
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What Information would you tell your customer in this scenario?
 
A. The AUSO feature cannot be activated due to a non-mirrored aggregate. 
B. The AUSO feature is not available in Metrocluster IP installations by design. 
C. A faulty link automatically deactivated the AUSO feature. 
D. This is a configuration failure, you can activate that feature for the customer. 
 

Answer: A

 

 

A system panic due to an "L2 watchdog timeout hard reset" error occurred. You have found
a FIFO message in the SP log.
 
Which FIFO message Is useful for Investigating this Issue?
 
A. before NMI BBSP:C=00 L=00 FIFO: F3 F2 F1 F0 5 B2 0 0 0 80 20 E F E3 C0 C2 3 4 6 7
9 9 A 
B. BIOS exit BBSP:C=2F L=20 FIFO: 2 C8 C9 C4 24 4 6 18 7 8 11 
C. before Reset BBSP:C=00 L=00 FIFO: 
D. ONTAP Shutdown BBSP:C=00 L=2F FIFO: 
 

Answer: B

 

 

You have a customer complaining of long build times from their NetApp ONTAP-based
datastores. They provided you packet traces from the controller and client. Analysis of
these traces shows an average service response time of 1 ms. QoS outputconfirms the
same. The client traces are reporting an average of 15 ms in the same time period.
 
In this situation, what would be your next step?
 
A. The cluster is responding slowly and requires further investigation using performance
archives. 
B. The client that reports high latency should be investigated. 
C. The cluster interconnects should be investigated. 
D. A sync core should be triggered. 
 

Answer: B
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You receive the "Unable to connect to the management gateway server"error when trying
to connect to a node management IP.
 
In this situation, how do you determine whether core dumps are generated for the mgwd
user space process?
 
A. Log in to the nodeshell using the node console and collect the core dumps from the
nodeshell. 
B. Log in to the service processor and collect the core dumps from the service processor. 
C. Log in to the clustershell using the node console and collect the core dumps from the
clustershell. 
D. Log in to the systemshell and collect core dumps from thesystemshell. 
 

Answer: B

 

 

Your customer mentions that they have accidentally destroyed both rootaggregates in their
two-node cluster.
 
In this scenario, what are two actions that must be performed? (Choose two.)
 
A. Rejoin the second node to the re-created cluster. 
B. Re-create the cluster from the local backup. 
C. Install ONTAP from a USB device. 
D. Re-create the cluster from the remote backup. 
 

Answer: A,C

 

 

Which two automation methods does NetApp ONTAP Select support? (Choose two.)
 
A. REST 
B. Anslble 
C. Docker 
D. PHP 
 

Answer: A,B
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You have a 2-node NetApp FAS2750 switchless cluster with twenty-four 1.8 TB disks that
is experiencing performance issues. Upon investigation, you discover severaltype B
consistency points.
 

 
Referring to the exhibit, which corrective action would address these consistency points?
 
A. Create additional data LIFs. 
B. Convert the 2-node switchless cluster to a 2-node switched cluster. 
C. Add an additional shelf oftwenty-four 1.8 TB disks. 
D. Replace the twenty-four 1.8 TB disks with twelve 4 TB disks. 
 

Answer: C

 

 

You notice poor performance on your FlexGroup and execute the system node run -node *
flexgroup show command for more Information. You notice the "Urge" column has non-zero
values.
 
In this scenario, which statement is true?
 
A. The aggregate is completely full. 
B. The constituent volumes are out ofInodes. 
C. The data placement is uneven. 
D. The constituent volumes are completely full. 
 

Answer: A

 

 

A 2-node cluster hosts only NAS data UFs. Allnodes lose access to the cluster network.
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Referring to the exhibit, which statement is correct?
 
A. Both nodes race to takeover the other, one node will takeover the other node. 
B. No takeover event will occur and NAS data UFs will not be accessible. 
C. All nodes in the cluster reset and NAS data UFs are not accessible after reboot. 
D. NAS data UFs are accessible on only the node that has Epsilon. 
 

Answer: C

 

 

You have a new VMware vSphere cluster with ESXI 7.0U2 hosts. The hosts are connected
to a 4-node AFF A400 NetApp ONTAP9.8 cluster with FC LUNs. You have a requirement
to identify and follow I/Os from each VM on the shared FC LUN-backed datastores for
troubleshooting purposes.
 
In this scenario, which VMware feature Is supported by ONTAP software to accomplish this
task?
 
A. Network I/O Control (NIOC) 
B. Virtual machine ID (VMID) 
C. Storage I/O Control (SIOC) 
D. vSphere Cluster Services (vCLS) 
 

Answer: D

 

 

The motherboard of Node-01 is being replaced. To perform this task, a takeover was
Initiated from Node-02. Node-02 panics showing the string below.
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PANIC; Permanent errors on all HA mailbox disks (while marshalling header) in SKprocess
fnmbx_instanceWorker on release 9.5P8 (C)
 
What has happened in this situation?
 
A. While in maintenance mode, the sldiag device show command was executed. 
B. While in maintenance mode, the fcadmin device_map command was executed. 
C. While in maintenance mode, the HA_config show command was executed. 
D. While in maintenance mode, the mailbox destroy local command was executed. 
 

Answer: B

 

 

Your customer added a new DS4246 shelf to their FAS2750 single-node system and
created a new aggregate on the new shelf. Two weeks later, they log into Active IQ and
discover the Medium Impact error shown below.
 
Shelves with both connections via the same SAS path detected
 

 
Referring to the exhibit, which statement is correct?
 
A. In a FAS2750 system, the internal shelf is only seen on one path, and the external
shelves are seen on two paths. 
B. The cables are cabled Incorrectly on the SAS stack. 
C. This situation is normal for a FA57750 single-node system. 
D. Active IQ Is not aware of the shelf configuration for a single-node system. 
 

Answer: C

Question No : 14
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Referring to the exhibit, what do you need to do to return the MetroCluster to a normal
state?
 
A. Enter the metroclustor switchback command on Site B. 
B. Enter the metrocluster switchback command on Site A. 
C. Enter the storage failover giveback command on Site B. 
D. Enter the storage failover giveback command on Site A. 
 

Answer: B

 

 

Your customer has deployed a two petabyte NetAppONTAP FlexGroup volume across
their 4-node ONIAP 9.8 cluster. They plan to store over three billion files. They want to
prevent file 10 conflicts since files are placed into the FlexGroup volume.
 
In this scenario, which two NFS SVM parameters should be enabled? (Choose two.)
 
A. -v3-64bit-identifiers 
B. -v4-fsid-change 
C. -v3-fsid-change 
D. -v4-64bit-idantifiers 
 

Answer: A,C
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Your customer complains about missing volume snapshot copies on a SnapMlrror
destination. While investigating this case, you notice an executed SnapMirror resync
operation in the event logs of the system.
 
In this scenario, what Is the cause of this problem?
 
A. Newer Snapshot copies than the common snapshot that was chosen for resync were
removed automatically at the destination. 
B. The autodelete option removed Snapshot copies before the resync. 
C. Snapshot copies were manually removed from the destination after the resync. 
D. NetApp ON TAP System Manager removed these snapshot copies due to a snapshot
schedule. 
 

Answer: C

 

 

You receive the panic message shown in the exhibit.
 

 
In this scenario, which component should you troubleshoot first?
 
A. the PCI card in slot 3 
B. the MetroCluster FC-Vl card in slot 6 
C. the memory module in slot 1 
D. the CPU 
 

Answer: D

 

 

You are attempting to connect a NetApp ONTAP cluster to a very complex network that
requires LIFs to fail over across subnets.
 
How would youaccomplish this task?
 
A. Configure an equal number of UFs on each subnet. 
B. Configure VIP LIFs using OSPF. 
C. Configure VIP LIFs using BGP. 
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